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Correct response: substantial equivalence is a path to request authorization to market a new tobacco product that involves comparison of the new tobacco product to a legally marketed predicated product. How do the FD & C law define substantial equivalence? Equivalence substantially equivalent or substantial, as defined by section 910 (a) (3) of
the FD & C law, refers to comparison between a tobacco product and a prey product when the tobacco product has: the same characteristics as the Predicated tobacco product; or different characteristics and the information presented (in a substantial equivalence ratio) contains information, including clinical data, if considered necessary by the
secretary, which shows that the product should not be disciplinary based on the new application provisions of the tobacco product of section 910, because the product does not raise different public health issues. What is a predicate tobacco product? FDA interprets a predicate product to indicate a single tobacco product that the manufacturer
compares with its new tobacco product. For the purposes of the substantial equivalence report, the new tobacco product is compared to a predicate tobacco product in determining the substantial equivalence (section 910 (a) (3) (a)). Ã, for further information, SeeA Guidance for Industry and Food and Drug Administrative staff; Report: substantial
equivalence demonstration of tobacco products. See the next question for what you can use as a predicate product for the substantial equivalence report. What can I use as a predicate product for my substantial equivalence report? A predicate product can be: a commercially marketed tobacco product (different from for test marketing) in the United
States starting from 15 February 2007; or a tobacco product that the FDA has previously established both substantially equivalent and compliant with the requirements of the Law FD & C. Standalone database Precerse observations of the FDA contains information on the Grandfathed determination from voluntarily-presented requests for a revision of
the Grandfathed state of a Tobacco product. Please note that this database does not list all Grandfathered tobacco products. Substantial Marketing equivalence orders also contain information on predicated products. The Standalone Presentation Database Precerse will be updated periodically and contains information original presentation which is
generally released in response to a foia request. Who can present a substantial equivalence report? A producer of a new tobacco product can submit a substantial equivalence report if this manufacturer believes that its tobacco product is substantially equivalent to a predicate tobacco product. How does the FDA define a new tobacco product? A new
tobacco product is defined pursuant to section 910 (a) (1) to the FD & C law as any tobacco product (including those produced in test markets) which was not commercially marketed in the United States a starting from 15 February 2007; o Any change (including a change in the design, any component, any part or any constituent, including a
constituent smoke, or in the content, delivery or form of nicotine, or any other additive or ingredient) of a tobacco product in which the Modifying product commercially marketed in the United States after 15 February, 2007.Ã ¢ What happens once a substantial equivalence report is presented to the FDA? Once a substantial equivalence report is
presented FDA will examine the relationship and determine the product of tobacco is substantially equivalent and in accordance with Law Requirements FD & C. Before a new tobacco product can be marketed with this path, the company must present a report and the FDA must issue a written order that allows the product to be marketed (section
910 (a) ( 2)). What happens if you receive an order by stating that my product is not substantially equivalent? In this case, you can not legally market the product in this path. A question can be submitted to ask for permission of Your new tobacco product pursuant to the Premarket Tobacco application provisions pursuant to section 910 of the FD & C
Act. What happens if the FDA does not receive a substantial equivalence report for a new tobacco product that the producer is commercially marketing ? The product is considered adulterated under section 902 (6) of the FD & C ACT and erroneously incorrectly under section 903 (A) (6) of the FD & C. The continuous marketing of products based on
adulterated tobacco and / or Incorrect it can lead to the FDA taking a regulatory action, including but not limited to, penalty of civil money, non-tobacco order, seizure and / or injunction. If the FDA emits an order, the search for a product is substantially equivalent and in accordance with the requirements of the FD & C act, what does this mean that
the product is safe or calmer than its prey product? No. There is no known secure tobacco product. The order only means that the FDA has detected that the new tobacco product is substantially equivalent to a predicate product and in accordance with the requirements of the FD & C ACT. This web content highlights the provisions of food, of the law
on drugs and of cosmetics (FD & C ACT). It is not intended to be complete or reflect the interpretation of the FDA law. For complete information, you need to read the entire law. For your convenience, the section number of the Def & C Act is referenced and the relevant sections are linked to all web content. JHM CARELELINK is a web-based
application for the connection of JHM membership organizations to Community practices . Through JHM Carelkink, community users can get secure access to select patient information in the JHM EMR data repository and improve the continuity of care. This continuity provides many advantages for our patients, including the following: provides a
more transparent flow of information among doctors. It makes it easier for external doctors place referrals and orders to JHM. It connects doctors at JHM with specialists who use e-visits, providing assistance to a larger group of patients. Let JHM sends releases of electronically information to community clinics. Due your community clinic access to
review the patient's graph for coding and the following claims. It allows the coordination of social services outside JHM. JHM CARELELINK is not an EMR solution; It is a more read-only application with some services-oriented functionality, such as entering the order order and the health orders of the co-signature home. JHM CARELELKINK provides
reference doctors with access to their patients â "¢ â" ¢ Medical records for 90 days after a medical consultation, laboratories or image tests, outpatient visits or hospitalization at the Johns Hopkins hospital, Johns Hopkins Bayview Medical Center , Howard County General Hospital, Sibley Memorial Hospital, Johns Hopkins All the ambulatory services
of the Children's Hospital and Johns Hopkins Hopkins. It is also possible to order a specialty consultancy to be programmed by the patient. Community users outside JHM that need to review the clinical and administrative information of patients observed within Johns Hopkins's medicine membership organizations. Users of the Community could
include the following: the reference doctors referring to medical doctors contracts the doctors of the Community of the doctors and their staff of support Legal offices or agencies that require documentation through the healthcare organizations based on the community and public health not There is no cost associated with the use of JHM Carelink.
Internet access using a commercial browser like Chrome (recommended) or Safari. The use of Internet Explorer is discouraged. It is possible Jhm carelkink access for clinical staff, non-collection staff and office administrators in your practice. Every staff member will have to enroll in Johns Hopkins Carelink, electronically sign terms and conditions
and respect the patient's privacy rules. You and your clinical staff, including assistants, nurses, nurses, administrative staff and office manager will have access to your patients' medical records. Must be a person to your site site As a site administrator, which will have additional administrative responsibilities. Self-service password reset (available 24
hours) the site administrator can reset my password? Yes, the site administrator can reset your password. I forgot my password and / or my challenge questions. Please call the help desk, available 24/7 at 855-284-5465 and ask to open a Carelink ticket for the reset password. Please allow up to 48 hours for the processing of the request. We strongly
encourage you to set the challenge questions so you can automatically restore the password via self-service. Since you already have access to the full version of the epicha when you are in the hospital, please use the cart supplied on that version. Contact local technical support. The printing feature is not controlled by Carelink. You need to check if
the local computer has the correct drivers and configuration for the network or local printer. The doctor needs to grant access to the nurse before. Once finished, the nurse can stick to the desired cart. Please ask the search coordinator to add the patient to the group. Refer to page 20 of the following guide. Please refer to this flagship. If you can't
find the patient, please contact recording at 410-955-5000 to check the patient's complete demographic information. Please contact the site administrator, who is your first point of contact for any questions / problems. If the site administrator is not able to assist you, please call the help desk, available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week at 855-284-5465
and ask for help with carelink. Please contact the JHM CARELELINK team at HopkinsCarelelink@jhmi.edu. This is not for urgent problems, and the CareLink team will reply within 48 hours. Instructions is a community for the people who like to do things. Come and explore, share, and make your next project with us! Instruments is a community for
people who like to do things. Come and explore, share, and make your next project with us! Instruments is a community for people who like to do things. Come and explore, share, and make your next project with us! Instruments is a community for people who like to do things. Come and explore, share, and make your next project with us! Instruments
is a community for people who like to do things. Come and explore, share, and make your next project with us! Instruments is a community for people who like to do things. Come and explore, share and make your next project with us! we!
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